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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

AC Transit Board of Directors

Michael A. Hursh, General Manager

Bus Bridge Service for the Bay Area Rapid Transit District

ACTION ITEM

BECOMMENOED ACTION(S)

Consider authorizing the GeneraIManager to negotiate and execute an agreement with the Bay
Area Rapid Transit District (BART) to provide bus bridge services in response to the scheduled
track maintenance and BART station closures in 2017

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE

BART is planning a series of major track maintenance projects throughout its system over the
next ten years. This is a result of system needs as wellas the passage of Measure RR -- a$3.5
billion bond measure passed by voters in 2016 that includes $3.2 billion in infrastructure
maintenance and upgrades over 21 years. To connect passengers between closed stations,
BART is requesting to enter into an agreement with AC Transit to provide a bus bridge between
stations across multiple weekends in 2017 for the first of these track closures.

BART will be closing a portion of its track -- known as segment A15 -- between Fruitvale and 12th
Street BART stations in Oakland for six weekends between April and July of 2017. This closure
will require a significant bus bridge (60-foot buses operating every three minutes) between
fruitvale and 19"' Street BART stations on Saturdays and Sundays with a shuttle operating
between Lake Merritt BART and Fruitvale BART for at least the first weekend of service (April 8
and 9). Customers at Lake Merritt seeking to go west or north can take Lines 18, 62, and 88 to
either downtown Oakland or West Oakland to pick up BART trains to other destinations.

AC Transit successfully operated bus bridges in the past and staff at AC Transit and BART are
working out a long-term, multi-year contract to provide bus bridge service for the closures
expected as BART undergoes a modernization of its entire system. Staff will return to the Board
with a long-term solution for future bus bridge services later this year.

Description of Bus Bridge Service

Under this proposed agreement, AC Transit would operate bus bridges across six weekends to
transport BART passengers between stations on either end of a scheduled track closure

Staff will coordinate with BART to schedule the appropriate levels of service based on the
historic ridership and projected demand for the specific weekends. The initial level of service
between Fruitvale and downtown Oakland (lgth Street BART) will be no more frequent than a
bus every three minutes in each direction during BART's regular hours of operations(6:00 a.m.
to 1:00 a.m. on Saturday, 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. on Sunday and holidays). BART is working with
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the City to temporarily remove parking along Broadway between 17th and 20th Streets as well as
along 12th Street in Fruitvale Village and on 35th Avenue near the entrance to the Fruitvale BART
transit center. BART willalso allow AC Transit the fulluse of the transit center at Fruitvale BART.

including areas reserved for parking and taxis. This will allow for sufficient bus staging and
layover to facilitate operation of the bus bridge.

BART will be responsible for all the public messaging, suggesting passengers travel only if
necessary and to allow plenty of time for their journey.

Coordination between agencies is critical to ensure smooth operations and staff is currently
organizing the logistics. Staging, layover space and circulation at each station is a joint
organizational effort between Planning and Supervision from both agencies. As with the
previous bus bridges, road supervisors will be on hand at the stations directing operators and
assisting with passengers.

AC Transit is able to provide the resources for the scheduled bus bridges because they will
occur over weekends and holidays. AC Transit will assign road supervisors and request
operators to volunteer to operate the bus bridges in return for overtime and/or holiday pay
compensation funded by BART.

BART and AC Transit staff willcontinuously coordinate to monitor and adjust the specifications
of the service based on demand, operational challenges and other unforeseen issues that may
arise

Agreement Terms

District and BART staff are currently drafting an agreement for review and execution prior to
the proposed start of the bus bridge on Apri18, 2017

Terms of the agreement mutually proposed by BART and AC Transit staff include

8

8

Term of the Agreement
Agreement Amount -- based on the hourly rate described below

o AC Transit will only invoice BART for actual service provided
o AC Transit will invoice BART on a monthly basis or upon completion of the

se rvice

AC Transit Responsibilities:
o Provide operators, vehicles, road supervisors, mechanics and planning/

scheduling staff, as needed

Provide appropriate vehicles to meet the service demand, pending
availability

o Provide support staff to deliver the service
o Develop schedules and plan operating logistics
o Coordinate operations at the affected stations

BART Responsibilities:
o Provide crowd control and customer service for the entire operations
o Provide public outreach and information for the bus bridges

8

©
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o Provide clean operator restrooms with sufficient lighting and running water
within close proximity of the layover point

o Receive all permissions from the cities for any layover space, bus stops, road
closures and parking removals that facilitate bus operations

o Respond to all customer complaints not related to the operator or the mechanics
of the vehicle

o Provide lunch for the operators and the supervisors
In the event of an operator shortage, AC Transit willprioritize filling regularly scheduled
runs over the bus bridge runs

Any adjustments to the plan must be made five days in advance of implementing the
change

Any disputes will be resolved in 3-5 working days given the nature of the service

e

e

e

Staff from each of the agencies has negotiated terms related to indemnifications, liabilities and
i nsu ra nce.

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

The bus bridge willbe free to passengers and AC Transit will charge BART for the actualservice
provided at its audited FY 2015-16 National Transit Database hourly rate of $218.62. This rate
reflects the District's full allocated cost including all costs related to providing operators and
vehicles including maintenance, planning and scheduling, and supervision. The agreement
contains a daily budget cap of $200,000. This amount is sufficient to cover anticipated AC
Transit operating cost with appropriate room for any unforeseen costs.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

There are numerous advantages to entering into an agreement with BART including

e Providing reliable, accessible and familiar lifeline service to riders with no other options
e Providing mutual aid to our partnertransit agency

8 Providing additional work opportunities to AC Transit's professional operators and
support staff

The primary disadvantage to providing bus bridges is that it depletes the District's available
operating resources and requires significant coordination across multiple departments.
However, this is less of a concern on weekends and holidays when AC Transit operates lower
levels of service
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ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

If the District decides not to enter into an agreement with BART to provide this service, BART

will need to contract with a private charter company. However, private charter companies are
not well equipped or structured to provide service that is universally accessible and actively
managed in the field. In addition, compared to AC Transit, private charter companies do not
have the same access to public transit infrastructure such as bus stops and layover space. Also,
private charter companies may not have the same familiarity as AC Transit with the roads and
intersections between stations. This was evident during with the service provided by BART
during their last labor strike.

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

15-089a
16-058

Bus Bridge Service for the Bay Area Rapid Transit District
Bus Bridge Service for the Bay Area Rapid Transit District

A'nACHMENTS

1. Shutdown Bus Bridge Agreement
2. Scope of Work
3. Bus Bridge Services

Approved by:

Reviewed by:
Ramakrishna Pochiraju, Acting Executive Director of Planning & Engineering

James Pachan, Chief Operating Officer
Claudia L. Allen, Chief FinancialOfflcer
Denise C. Standridge, GeneralCounsel
Robert del Rosario, Director of Service Development and Planning
Michael Eshleman, Manager of Service PlanningPrepared by:
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE ALAMEDA CONTRA COSTA TRANSIT
DISTRICT AND THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT

DISTRICT

IN CONNECTION WITH

BUS BRIDGE SERVICES FOR TnE 2017 CALENDAR YEAR

This funding Agreement is effective as of April 7, 2017 (the "Effective Date") by and between the
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District, ("AC TRANSIT"), and the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit
District("BART")(collectively, the "Parties").

RECITALS

l WHEREAS, AC TRANSIT is a special District duly created and acting under the California Public
Utilities Code Sections 24501 ct seq., operating a public transit system serving 13 cities and adjacent
unincorporated areas in Alameda and Contra Costa counties; and

2. WHEREAS, BART is a Rapid Transit District duly created and acting under the California Public
Utilities Code Sections 28500 et seq., operating a regional rapid transit system for the San Francisco
Bay Area; and

3 WHEREAS, both AC TRANSIT and BART operate public transit services in the San Francisco Bay
Area; and

4 WHEREAS, due to upcoming track work on various portions of BART's Right-of-Way during
Calendar Year 2017, BART train service will be disrupted between various Stations in the East Bay
region, including but not limited to, 19th Street, Lake Merritt and Fruitvale Stations; and

5

6.

WHEREAS, AC TRANSIT has the ability to provide high capacity bus bridge service around
disrupted BART train service; and

WHEREAS, on TBD, 2017, subject to specified limits, the BART Board of Directors authorized its
General Manager to execute agreements with bus service providers for temporary bus transportation
services when BART is unable to provide complete train service due to track work projects and a bus
bridge is required; and

7 WHEREAS, on TBD, 2017, the AC TRANSIT Board of Directors authorized its General Manager to
agree to operate bus service for the Bus Bridge Services as defined herein; and

NOW, THEREFORE, AC TRANSIT and BART, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt
and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, agree as follows:
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AGREEMENT

SE(felon 1: DEFINITIONS

A. "Bus Bridge Services" refers to the temporary bus bridge services that will be funded by BART
and operated by AC TRANSIT, to shuttle BART passengers between specified locations when BART
crack work disrupts norma] BART service in the Ca]endar Year of 2017, as specified in Attachment A,
Sw£!i2912f.Sglvlfg$. It is anticipated that the Bus Bridge Services will be needed during the specified days
and times described in Attachment A between April 7, 2017 and December 31, 2017.

B. "Holidays" are weekday days when AC TRANSIT buses run on its Sunday schedule and are
defined for Calendar Year 2017 as follows:

C. For purposes of this Agreement, AC TRANSIT will charge BART a mutually, predetermined
hourly rate, as established in Attachment C, 1141s..Sw119d!!Js for every hour of Bus Bridge Service
performed by AC TRANSIT staff.

D. "Operator Shin" is the assigned duration of work hours in a given day per operator and can span
over two days for assignments that extend beyond midnight of the given day.

E. "Operator Sign-Up" is a period between two AC TRANSIT service change dates, which typically
occur in March, June, August, and December, when quarterly service runs are assigned to bus
operators. Overtime assignments are provided to supervisors and operators 7-10 days in advance of an
assignment.

F. "Overtime" are those hours in an Operator Shift beyond eight hours, either assigned or
unassigned. Overtime is also granted for operators who agree to work an Operator Shift on their
scheduled day off. For purposes of this Agreement, overtime is compensated at the mutually
predetermined hourly rate provided for in Attachment C, BalgSd!!!d!!!g.

G "Project" refers to the project to provide Bus Bridge Services, as defined herein

SE(felon 2: BART RESPONSIBILITIES

A. BART agrees to provide funding to AC TRANSIT for the services described in Attachment A,
S£!2pg..!2f SQlvlcQ$, and Attachment B, CQ!!QgizL11f.Qi29f;!!!f!!u, in accordance with, and as described in,
Attachment C, ;j!!!te Sdiedule. Attachments A, B, and C are attached hereto and incorporated herein by

2

Day
Sundav

Monday
Monday
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this reference. In no event, shall the amount owed by BART to AC TRANSIT under this Agreement
exceed the sum of $200,000.00 pcr day. In addition, AC Transit will not provide a level of service to
BART in excess of $200,000.00 per day.

B. BART agrees to notify AC TRANSIT of any requested changes to the services described in
Attachment A, Sf11i2911fSgrvlfg$, and Attachment B, flZ!!Qgt2112fQtzgla!!Qn$, as soon as possible.

c. BART agrees to share with AC TRANSIT its marketing and public relations plans for the Project

D. BART agrees to provide crowd control and customer service at its stations and at the bus pick up
and drop off locations as described in Attachment B, Conce121 QJI operations.

E. BART agrees to provide public outreach and information for the Project.
information will be in compliance with all state and federal laws and regulations.

All outreach and

F. BART agrees to provide portable toilets at layover locations for each weekend shutdown and
additional portable toilets at bus staging areas where feasible for the exclusive use of bus operators and
supervisors. BART's responsibility 6or operating and maintaining the toilets shall be limited to ensuring
that the toilets are keyed, have running water or hand sanitizer, have lighting and are cleaned and emptied
as necessary.

G. BART agrees to share any evaluation that it conducts about the Project with AC TRANSIT

H. BART agrees to receive all permissions from the City of Oakland and all other applicable entities
and jurisdictions for any layover space, bus stops, road closures, parking removals and traffic controls that
facilitate bus operations prior to the start of service. AC TRANSIT will assist with obtaining permissions
as necessary.

1. BART agrees to acknowledge that in the event of bus operator shortage, AC TRANSIT will
prioritize filling its regularly scheduled runs over the bus bridge runs.

SK(XEON 3 AC TRANSIT RESPONSIBILITIES

A. AC TRANSIT will provide services as described in Attachment A, Scope of Services, and
Attachment B, CQ!!Cgi1l !2fl.QilQ!!!!!elU.

B. AC TRANSIT will charge BART in accordance with Attachment C, J!!!!g.SQhgd!!!s. In no event,
shall AC TRANSIT charge BART more than $200,000.00 per day. In addition, AC Transit will not
provide a level of service to BART in excess of $200,000.00 per day.

C. AC TRANSIT agrees to provide the bus bridge services in a manner consistent with its existing
service.

D AC TRANSIT agrees to not charge fares for the bus service

E. AC TRANSIT agrees to permit BART and/or its agents to conduct surveys of the
passengers, provided BART gives reasonable advanced notice to AC TRANSIT of such surveys.

Project

F. AC TRANSIT agrees to provide passenger communications
TRANSIT bus stops need to bc relocated as a result of the Prolject.

as necessary if existing AC

G. Customer Feedback: AC TRANSIT agrees to sole responsibility and liability for all complaints,
comments and commendations regarding the Project as it relates to its service. At BART's request, AC

3
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TRANSIT agrees to provide to BART a summary of all calls related to the Pr(cect fielded by the AC
TRANSIT Customer Relations team.

H. Drug and Alcohol Program: AC TRANSIT has implemented a drug and alcohol testing program
in compliance with US DOT Drug & Alcohol Testing Regulations 49 CFR Part 40 and Part 655.

1. Emergencies: in case of an emergency or disturbance on the bus, AC TRANSIT operators shall
contact AC TRANSIT's Operations Control Center (OCC) and request emergency or law enforcement
response as appropriate, including from BART Police dispatch (510-464-7000) for incidents occurring on
BART property. AC TRANSIT agrees to coordinate with local jurisdictions security and law
enforcement personnel for Project service and passenger needs. If required, and upon mutual agreement
between BART and AC TRANSIT, AC Transit agrees to obtain contracted police services for security
purposes for the Bus Bridge Services as described in Attachment A, SWQPQpll Services. Reimbursement
rates for such security services are included in the Attachment C, :Ralf..SdlQdyb.

J. AC TRANSIT acknowledges that the Project will operate during specified times within BART's
service hours and further acknowledges that BART personnel may be limited during Project hours. AC
TRANSIT agrees that BART has no responsibility or liability for the security and safety of riders on AC
TRANSIT buses except for stops located on BART property.

K. Federal and state requirements: AC TRANSIT agrees to be solely responsible and liable for
compliance of its services with all federal and state laws to which Project service is subject, including but
not limited to indemnillying and holding BART harmless for any claim arising from or relevant to AC
TRANSIT'S service's compliance with these laws.

L. Except as required by law, AC TRANSIT agrees not to release to third parties any Project related
reports, promotional materials, news releases, or other information that have not been reviewed and
agreed upon by BART.

SECTION 4: MUTUAL AGREEMENTS

A. BART and AC TRANSIT
Attachment A.

agree to collaborate on all aspects of the Project as described in

B. In the event of a force majeure, AC TRANSIT may complete a truncated bus trip as allowed by
the circumstances.

c. Project key personnel will be as follows

Category

Project Manager/Main Point of Contact

AC TRANSIT
John Mccormick

(510) 464-7557
Alternate: Teresa Tapia
(510) 464-6839

Robert del Rosario

(510) 891-4734
Alternate: Michael Eshleman

[Number]

Media Relations Alicia Trost Robert Lyles

4
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SE(:nON 5 BILLING AND PAYMENT PROCEDURES

A. AC TRANSIT agrees to invoice BART monthly, quarterly or by task order based on the actual
service provided in the previous month, quarter, or task order. The timing of the invoice is at the
discretion of AC TRANSIT.

l

2

3.

Invoices will describe the service performed, the period covered, the amount charged,
and the supporting calculation for the amount charged.

Invoices will include backup documentation in accordance with the sample included in
Attachment D, Sample Invoice.

BART will make payments within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of each invoice

SECTION 6: RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES

A. If any dispute under this Agreement cannot be resolved by the Parties' staff persons responsible
for day-to-day management of the Agreement, upon the written request of either of the Parties, Ihe matter
will bc handled as described below:

l First Level: Each Party will designate staff to bc the initial person(s) to discuss any apparent
dispute or disagreement between the Parties and to initiate this procedure. For AC TRANSIT, the
first level person will bc the Director of Service Planning, unless AC TRANSIT designates
otherwise in writing. For BART, the first level person will be the Operations Planning and Support
Manager, unless BART designates otherwise in writing. The first level person for the initiating
Party will submit a written request to the first level person of the other Party setting forth the
disagreement and requesting resolution. Each Party will respond within three (3) working days of
receipt of a request for resolution from the other Party, or within such other period as the first level
persons may agree. Each designated first level person may contact his or her counterpart at the
same level at any time to raise any apparent disagreement related to this Agreement.

2 Second Levee: Each Party wi]] designate an individual to whom matters not reso]ved at the first
level will be referred. For AC TRANSIT, the second level person will be the Chief Financial
Officer, unless AC TRANSIT designates otherwise in writing. For BART, the second level person
will be the Assistant General Manager, Administration and Budget, unless BART designates
otherwise in writing. The second level person for the initiating Party will submit a written request
to the second level person of the other Party setting forth the disagreement and requesting
resolution. Each Party will respond within three (3) working days of receipt of a request for
resolution from the other Party, or within such other period as the second level persons may
agree. Each designated second level person may contact his or her counterpart at the same level at
any time to raise any apparent disagreement related to this Agreement.

3 Third Level: Each Party will designate individuals to whom matters not resolved at the second
level will be referred. These designated third level persons will constitute the final internal level
within BART and AC TRANSIT for resolution of issues between the Parties. For both AC
TRANSIT and BART, the third level person will be the General Manager unless BART or AC
TRANSIT designates otherwise in writing. The third level person for the initiating Party will
submit a written request to the third level person of the Party setting forth the disagreement and
requesting resolution. Each Party will respond within five (5) working days of receipt of a request
for resolution from the other Party. Each designated third level person may contact his or her
counterpart at the same level at any time to raise any apparent disagreement related to this
Agreement.

5
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4 Alternative Dispute Resolution: if the dispute is not resolved at the Third Level, the General
Managers of AC TRANSIT and BART may agree to a method of non-binding, alternative dispute
resolution, including, but not limited to, mediation or non-judicial arbitration with each side to bear
its own costs and fees.

5.

6.

Judicial Remedies: it is the intent of the Parties that litigation be avoided as a method of dispute
resolution to the extent possible. However, nothing herein will foreclose or limit the ability of
either Party to pursue judicial remedies after they have exhausted the internal reviews and ADR.

In the event of a dispute or breach of Agreement, venue shall be in Alameda County, California

SE(:=TiON 7: INSURANCE AND INDEMNIFICATION

A. At or before execution of this Agreement and at all times during the life of this Agreement, or as
may be requested, AC TRANSIT, at their own cost and expense, shall provide the insurance specified.

l Commercial General Liabili111 j!!surance for bodily injury (including death) and property damage
which provides limits of not less than Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) per occurrence and
Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) annual aggregate as respects products/completed operations if
applicable.

a Coverage included shall be

i. Premises and Operations;

11

111

Broad Form Property Damage;

Blanket Contractual Liability;

iv. Products/Completed Operations;

v. Personal Injury Liability;

VI Cross-liability and Severability of interest; and

Vll Independent Contractor Liability

b Coverage shall bc endorsed to include the following, copies of which shall be provided to
BART:

l Inclusion of BART, City of Oakland, and its directors, officers, representatives,
agents and employees as additional insureds as respects ongoing and completed
services and operations in connection with this Agreement; and

11 Provision that the insurance is primary insurance and that BART's, City of Oakland's
insurance or self-insurance shall be excess and non-contributory, except for
judgments rendered against BART, City of Oakland related to maintenance of their
real property as well as their actions or inactions pertaining to their responsibilities
under this Agreement.

111 Waiver of subrogation in favor of BART, its directors, officers, representatives,
agents and employees except for situations related to BART's maintenance of its real
property and situations wherein BART, its directors, officers, representatives, agents

6
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and/or employees were negligent or engaged in willful misconduct pertaining to their
responsibilities under this Agreement.

2. Automobile Liabilitv for bodily injury (including death) and property damage which provides
coverage limits of no less than Ten Million ($10,000,000) combined single limit pcr occurrence
applicable to all owned, non-owned and hired vehicles. Coverage shall be specifically endorsed
to include the insurer's waiver of subrogation in favor or BART, its directors, officers,
representatives, agents and employees, a copy of which shall be provided to BART except for
situations related to BART's maintenance of its real property and situations wherein BART, its
directors, officers, representatives, agents and/or employees were negligent or engaged in willful
misconduct pertaining to their responsibilities under this Agreement.

3 Statutory Workers' Coma)ensation and EmDjoyers' Liability Insurance for not less than One
Million Dollars ($1 ,000,000) per occurrence applicable to Employers' Liability coverage for all
employees engaged in AC TRANSIT services or operations under this Agreement. The policy
shall include broad form all states/other states coverage. Coverage shall be specifically endorsed
to include the insurer's waiver of subrogation in favor of BART, its directors, officers,
representatives, agents and employees, a copy of which shall be provided to BART except for
situations related to BART's maintenance of its real property and situations wherein BART, its
directors, officers, representatives, agents, and/or employees were negligent or engaged in willful
misconduct pertaining to their responsibilities under this Agreement.

Other Insurance Provisions

l The policies are to contain, or are to be endorsed to contain, the following provisions, copies
of which endorsements shall be attached to Certificates of Insurance submitted to BART:

l Cancellation Each policy required shall be endorsed to state that the coverage shall not
be suspended, voided, canceled by either party, reduced in coverages or limits except
after 30 days prior written notice by certified mail, return receipt requested, has been
given to BART.

11 Approval of Coverages -- AC TRANSIT shall furnish BART with an appropriate letter of
self-insurance and/or Certificates of Insurance with original Endorsements effecting
coverages required. The Certificates and Endorsements are to be signed by a person
authorized by the insurer to bind coverage. "2017 Calendar Year Bus Bridge
Agreement" shall be included in all insurance submittals.

2 AJ] policies shall be issued by companies authorized to do business in the State of California
which hold a current policy holders alphabetic and financial size category rating of not less
than A:Vlll according to Best's Insurance Reports.

C. Indemnification

l AC TRANSIT shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless BART, its officers, agents and
employees against any and all suits, claims or actions of any sort or nature, including but not
limited to injuries to or death of any persons, or for loss of or damage to any property
(including costs of reasonable attorney's fees) incurred by reason of any act or failure to act of
AC TRANSIT, its officers, agents, employees, and subcontractors, arising from or in
connection with service provided under this Agreement. AC TRANSIT further agrees to
defend any and all such actions, suits or claims and pay all charges of attorneys and all other
costs and expenses arising therefrom or incurred in connection thcrewith. AC TRANSIT
docs not agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless BART, its officers, agents and

7
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employees for any suits, claims or actions incurred by reason of any act or failure to act of
BART related to maintenance of its real property as well as its actions or inactions pertaining
to BART responsibilities under this Agreement. This indemnity shall survive the termination
of the Agreement.

2 The foregoing provisions regarding indemnification are included pursuant to the provisions of
Section 895.4 of the Government Code, and are intended by the parties to modify and
supersede the otherwise applicable provisions of Chapter 21, Part 2, Division 3.6, Title I of
the Government Code.

SEU'iON 8: GENERAL PROVISIONS

A.

l
Responsibility

AC TRANSIT shall be solely responsible for the maintenance, safety, and operation of its buses
providing bus bridge service, and for the conduct, supervision, and training of its personnel and
contractors.

Personnel and contractors performing services arising from this Agreement on behalf of AC
TRANSIT will at all times be under AC TRANSIT's exclusive direction and control. Neither
BART, nor any elected or appointed boards, officers, officials, employees or agents of BART will
have control over the conduct of AC TRANSIT or any of AC TRANSIT's officers, employees or
agents, except as provided in this Agreement. AC TRANSIT agrees that it will not at any time or
in any manner represent that AC TRANSIT or any of AC TRANSIT's officers, employees or
agents are in any manner officials, officers, or employees of BART. AC TRANSIT shall bc
responsible for its own acts and those of its employees and contractors during the term of this
Agreement, except that AC TRANSIT shall not be responsible for BART acts or those of its
employees or contractors. BART shall be responsible for its own acts and those of its employees
during the term of this Agreement, except that BART shall not be responsible for AC TRANSIT
acts or those of AC TRANSIT's employees or contractors.

C Status: Neither AC TRANSIT nor any party contracting with the AC TRANSIT shall be deemed
to be an agent or employee of BART. AC TRANSIT is and shall be an independent agency, and
the legal relationship of any person performing services for AC TRANSIT shall be one solely
between AC TRANSIT and said person.

D Notices: All invoices, notices or other communications to either party by the other will be
deemed given when made in writing and delivered or mailed to such party at their respective
addresses as follows:

To BART: San Francisco Bay Area Rapid
Transit District
300 Lakeside Drive
P.0. Box 12688
Oakland, CA 94604-2688

Invoices: Assistant Controller
300 Lakeside Drive
P.0. Box 12688
Oakland, CA 94604-2688

8
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CC: Tracy Johnson
300 Lakeside Drive
P.0. Box 12688
Oakland, CA 94604-2688

CC: Teresa Tapia
300 Lakeside Drive, 14'h Floor
Oakland, CA 94612

John Mccormick

Operations Planning and Support Manager
300 Lakeside Drive
P.0. Box 12688
Oakland, CA 94604-2688
(510) 464-6169

All Other Notices

To AC TRANSIT Alameda Contra Costa Transit
District
1600 Franklin Street
Oakland, CA 94612

All Notices Robert del Rosario

Director of Service Development
Alameda Contra Costa Transit District
1600 Franklin Street
Oakland, CA 94612

E. Compliance with ADA

l AC TRANSIT acknowledges that, pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA),
programs, services and other activities provided by a public entity to the public, whether
directly or through a contractor, must be accessible to the disabled public. Without limiting
any other provision of this Agreement, AC TRANSIT agrees to provide its services specified
in this Agreement in a manner that complies with the Americans With Disabilities Act of
1990 ("ADA") 42 U.S.C $12143 and any and all other applicable federal, state, and local
disability rights legislation and agrees to be solely responsible for any damages or liability
related to its services' compliance with ADA requirements. AC TRANSIT agrees not to
discriminate against disabled persons in the provision of services, benefits, or activities
provided under this Agreement and further agrees tllat any violation of this prohibition on the
part of AC TRANSIT, its employees, agents or assigns will constitute a material breach of
this Agreement.

F. Compliance with the California Public Records Act: in the event that a public records request
related to the Bus Bridge Project is filed with either Party, BART and AC TRANSIT agree to
cooperate with each other as necessary to fulfill the request in a timely manner.

G. AC TRANSIT agrees to provide its services specified in this Agreement in a manner that
complies with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and its implementing regulations (FTA
Circular 4702.IB and related guidance) and any and all other related federal, state and local
legislation. AC Transit agrees to be solely responsible for any damages or liability related to its Title

9
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VI compliance. AC TRANSIT further agrees that BART does not have any Title VI compliance
monitoring duties with respect to AC TRANSIT's services under this Agreement.

H. Records and Audits: AC TRANSIT shall permit BART's authorized representative to inspect
and audit all data and records relating to performance under this Agreement. AC TRANSIT shall
maintain all such records for a period of five (5) years after BART makes final payment under this
Agreement.

1. Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties with respect to
matters addressed herein, and supersedes any prior negotiations. All prior or contemporaneous
agreements, understandings, representations, and statements are merged into this Agreement and are
of no further force or effect. Every provision of this Agreement is intended to be severable. If any
provision of this Agreement is held invalid, illegal, or unenforceable by a court of competent
jurisdiction, the validity, legality, and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not be affected
or impaired.

SE(XEON lO TERM OF THE AGREEMENT. TERMINATION

A. Term: The services to bc provided under this Agreement shall commence on April 7, 2017 and
be completed by December 31, 2017, unless this Agreement is terminated earlier as provided below.

B. Termination: Either party may terminate this Agreement for any reason by sending written notice
to the other party ten (lO) days prior to the proposed date of service.

1. In the event that either party terminates the Agreement:

a. AC TRANSIT agrees to provide bus service within ten (lO) days of the time the
germination notice is fi]ed.

b. BART agrees to pay for services provided within ten (IO) days of the time the termination
notice is filed.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the dates listed
below.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT ALAMEDA CONTRA COSTA TRANSIT
DISTRICTDISTRICT

Date:Date:
Grace Crunican Michael Hursh

General Manager General Manager

APPROVED AS TO FORM: APPROVED AS TO FORM & CONTENT:

Date:Date:
BART Attorney AC TRANSIT General Counsel

11
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SR 17-099
Attachment 2

SCOPE OF WORK

A.
Service Period. AC TRANSIT will provide Bus Bridge Services on select days and times between

April 7, 2017 and December 31, 2017. The draft schedule of days and bus service hours is below.

Additional bus bridges may be necessary for other track closures thaty may include Mcarthur, lgth

Street and Rockridge stations. These dates, locations and times are subject to change. BART will

provide updates to this via email as soon as changes are available and if necessary submit a revised
Attachment A.

Schedule

B Service Description. AC TRANSIT will provide the following services

1. Up to 20 sixty-foot buses and 3 forty-foot buses as needed, as mutually detennined by BART and

AC TRANSIT, to provide Bus Bridge Services during the bus service hours requested by BART.

AC TRANSIT reserves the right to modify vehicle assignments based on load factors and based on

AC TRANSIT'sjudgment on how best to assure safe and reliable Project service.

75667vl l

Weekend Days

l
April 8-9

2
April 29-30

3

May 13-14
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2. Bus Operators as needed, as mutually determined by BART and AC TRANSIT, to operate buses

during the bus service hours requested by BART.

3. Bus Service between BART stations described in the Schedule table above pursuant to Attachment

B, Concept of Operations.

4. Operations Supervisors during all the bus service hours described in the Schedule table above at

stations where bus service is provided.

5 For the Fruitvale-Lake Merritt-19'h Street Bus Bridge, BART passengers at Lake Merritt Station

will be allowed to board AC Transit 18 and I routes free of charge to 12th Street, 19'h Street, and

Fruitvale BART stations. If AC Transit needs to add additional service (i.e. gripper service) to these

routes because of the increased demand, AC Transit will invoice BART for additional incurred

expenses due to unanticipated supplemental service.

6. If requested by BART, extra-board bus operators to be on-call during all the bus service hours

requested by BART.

7. Security personnel if required off BART property, to be provided by the Alameda County Sheriff

through AC Transit.

C. Route and Stops. Buses wi]] run on a route and make stops as described in Attachment B, Concept of

Operations. These routes and stop locations arc subject to change.

D. Layover. Buses and Bus Operators wi]] layover or stage as described and deliniated in Attachment B,

Concept of Operations. BART will provide lunches to AC TRANSIT's Bus Operators and Operations

Supervisors at the station where operators are designated to take lunch breaks.

E Fares. AC TRANSIT will not collect any fares for the service

F. Operator and Supervisor Availability: The service provision described above is subject to the

availability of AC TRANSIT's Bus Operators and Operations Supervisors. If there are not enough Bus

Operators and/or Operation Supervisors available for any given requested service day, AC TRANSIT

agrees to notify BART of the shortage as soon as possible, preferably at least 5 calendar days prior to
service start.

G. Service Schedule Changes. The tentative dates and hours for the Bus Bridge Services are described in

Ihe Schedule Table above. These dates and hours are subject to change. BART agrees to notify AC

TRANSIT of any requested schedule changes, either to add or reduce dates or hours, as soon as

possible, preferably at least 7 to 10 calendar days prior to the start of service. BART can cancel a

75667vl
2
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request for bus service, in whole or in part, with no payment owed, at any time up until 48 hours before

[hc date on which the bus service is schedu]ed to begin. ]f cance]]ation is made ]ess than 48 hours

before the date on which the bus service is scheduled to begin, AC TRANSIT shall submit to BART a

claim setting forth AC TRANSIT's actual and direct damages incurred as a result of said cancellation

together with information as may be required by BART to evaluate the claim. BART's determination
on the claim shall bc final.

H. Number of Buses and On-Call Extra Board Operators. For service dates, BART will work with AC

TRANSIT to develop an appropriate number of requested buses as well as an appropriate number, if

any, of requested on-call extra board operators based on projected and actual ridership.

1. AC TRANSIT will endeavor to reduce or expand service under this Agreement upon request by BART.

AC TRANSIT reserves the right, however, to deny unreasonable requests. Reduction or expansion

will be subject to fees and cancellation terms established in this Agreement. Reducing or expanding

service may include the following:

1. Subtracting or adding buses and operators or supervisors, or redirecting origin or destination station

location to nearby adjacent stations, within the time frame of this Agreement.

J Performance Goals: AC TRANSIT agrees to implement the requested service with a stated performance

goal to fill 100% of bus runs requested and AC TRANSIT will use its best efforts to do so; however,

AC TRANSIT will not be held responsible for failure to provide on-time service due to unusual

weather, traffic conditions, road construction, road closures or detours, schedule delays associated with

rail crossings, or naturally occurring disasters.

K. Subcontracting Prohibition: AC TRANSIT shall not subcontract any of the bus transportation services

to be provided under this Agreement.

75667vl
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SR 17-099
Attachment 3

Bus Bridge Services

Concept of Operations- DRAFT 03/02/17

Overall Service Plan with Bus Bridge to 19th or 12th Street
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Bus Service
Frultvale-19th Street Bus Bridge:

B Bus Bridge would run primarily on 12th Street/14th Street/Broadway/Webster;
e 1,500-2000 pax at the peak hour;
e Travel time in each direction is 15-20 minutes;

B The requested AC Transit frequencies are 3-minutes;
B Approximate Cycle time 45 minutes;

Lake Merritt Station
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e

e

e

e

e

e

Station Closed

Service to Downtown 12th Street/19th Street would be provided by AC Transit service-
AC 18 Route;
A shuttle between Lake Merritt and Fruitvale willbe provided(85 pax max/hour) at least
on the fi rst weekend;
[n addition, the Lake Merritt-Fruitva]e connection can be provided by the ]. AC Route;
15-20 minute frequencies in the Lake Merritt/Fruitvale loop;
Travel time is 12-15 minutes in each direction;

Bus Routes: Fruitvale, Lake Merritt and 19th Street Station
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Figure 3: 19th Street/Downtown Bus Routing Pick Up Drop Off
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Fruitvale

Figure 4: Bus Operations at Fruitvale
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DRAFT

Figure 5: Fruitvale Bus Layover and Parking Restrictions

Legend:

Parking Restrictions - RED
Bus Only Zone -- Yellow

Notes

Parking Drop off and Pick up similar to A25 closure;

Requires parking restrictions and bus only lanes from City of Oakland
Requires relocation of station agent parking space to a previous spot for parking inside
the station;
May require additionalparking and traffic controlon 12th Street;
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DRAFT

Lake Merritt

Legend:
. *Yellow Star- Fruitvale Shuttle
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Ridershi

Ridership - Fruitvale/Lake Merritt - Approximately 20K on a Saturday, Lake Merritt

Ridership is I0-13% of totalridership

A15 Closure Planning - Saturdays Around April
2016
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